
Introduction

The CFHT Dome DIMM has been under development since July 2004.  Suffering multiple equipment 
failures throughout development and installation tests, the DIMM has been completely rebuilt.  At the 
end  of  September  2008,  the  DIMM was  installed  in  its  current  and final  home.   Automatic  data 
acquisition and realtime reporting of seeing measurements has been available to all of Mauna Kea since  
October 1, 2008.

Hardware

The  DIMM equipment  consists  of  a  motorized  14 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain  telescope on an  altaz 
mount,  an  acquisition  lens,  two  CCDs,  a  Hartmann-like  mask,  a  computer  controller,  and  a  data 
analysis machine.  

Telescope

The telescope is a Meade LX200GPS SC with a 14 inch mirror.  The original Meade motors have been  
replaced  with  Pittman  GM8724S023-R1  motors  (24VDC  500  count  per  revolution,  60.5:1  gear 
reduction ratio).   A Galil DMC-4040 provides motor controller functionality.
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Galil motor controller interface to OTA



CCD

The DIMM requires the use of two CCDs – one is used for acquisition of a star and the other is used for 
capturing  the  DIMM  science  frames.   The  original  DIMM  setup  included  two  SBIG-237  CCDs 
(parallel interface).  These units were rendered nonfunctional during the last system failure which also 
destroyed the original Meade motors.  As part of the system reconstruction, two SBIG-7MXE CCDs 
(USB interface) were purchased to replace the 237s.  

The new CCDs provided all of the basic functionality, but failed to meet a very important requirement.  
The CCD used for DIMM science frames must be capable of millisecond exposures.  Hacking of the  
firmware and driver software for the SBIG 7XME CCD failed to provide reliable science acquisition at 
the required rate, and the shortest exposure times were .12 second.  A Czechoslovakian company called 
Moravian was discovered and they provide a somewhat lowcost CCD called the G1-0300 that offered 
1ms exposures.  Moravian let us evaluate their CCD at no cost until we were confident it provided the 
functionality we need.
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Moravian G1-0300 CCD at prime focus

Currently, an SBIG-7MXE CCD is coupled to a 300mm camera lens sitting on a custom mount on the 
Meade OTA providing acquisition functionality.  It  might be necessary to increase the FOV of the 
acquisition camera, and change this setup to a 200mm camera lens.  If it is decided to go this direction, 
the  SBIG  CCD  will  be  switched  out  for  a  Moravian.   Since  the  DIMM  has  become  almost-
autonomous1, there is no indication that a wider field is necessary to find bright enough stars.

1 The DIMM requires human intervention to start at the beginning of the night and stop in the morning.  When the DIMM 
can sense whether the dome shutter is open or closed, it will become autonomous.
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Acquisition Camera - SBIG-7MXE, 300mm lens, custom mount

DIMM Mask

The original DIMM was designed to use a two-aperture mask.  One aperture housed a deviation prism 
and one was open.  This setup would provide two seeing measurements (horizontal and vertical).  As 
part of the DIMM rebuilds, it was decided to use a three-aperture mask.  The primary aperture would 
remain open, and the two additional apertures would house deviation prisms.  This mask would allow 
the DIMM to provide four seeing measurements (two horizontal and two vertical).
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Three aperture DIMM mask

Computer systems

Two computers are incorporated into the DIMM instrument.  

One computer that resides locally with the DIMM at its installation point interfaces with the Galil  
motor controller and the software telescope control system (TCS).  The TCS was developed using 
Borland  CBuilder  software  development  tools  and  is  a  Windows  XP application.   The  computer 
interfaces with the networked Galil controller via a local ethernet connection.  The computer interfaces 
with the CFHT network over the slipring with the assistance of ethernet-over-powerline devices.  The  
TCS interfaces with the CCDs via direct USB connection.  All images are recorded remotely on the 
analysis machine.

An analysis machine is installed in the summit server room.  It is a robust quadprocessor machine with 
8GB RAM and  1TB of  diskspace.   It  is  programmed  to  process  DIMM images  every  1  minute 
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throughout the night and record seeing measurements in a database.

Installation

The planned location of the DIMM installation in the dome presented the potential of damage.  The 
physical size of the OTA left its front end sticking through the dome shutter, and its CCD-mounted 
backend sticking over the windscreen.  If the DIMM happened to be pointed inward, the windscreen 
could potentially strike the frontend of the OTA as well.   As the DIMM was being rebuilt,  a new 
location and mount was developed and installed to provide a safer home.  

Original DIMM install location
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New safe DIMM install location



Operations

At the beginning of each night, the CFHT observers trigger the DIMM to begin operating.  The issue a 
command through their main telescope control software.  The DIMM TCS queries the dome position, 
determines the best star to acquire, and begins acquiring images.  This continues throughout the night 
until the observers trigger the DIMM off command.  The DIMM TCS software requires no manual 
intervention, but the observers can login to diagnose any issue that might present itself.
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DIMM TCS software application



The DIMM has a small slice of the sky to work with.  Because of its location in the dome shutter area, 
the number of stars available to work against is very small.  
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DIMM TCS CCD Control Application



CFHT observers and all Mauna Kea observatories have access to the realtime seeing measurements 
calculated  by  the  DIMM.   For  the  general  public,  a  simple  real-time  auto-updated  trend chart  is 
available  online  at  http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~dimm/chart.   For  CFHT,  a  detailed  data  chart  is 
available at http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~dimm/extended.
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DIMM seeing data that is available to everyone

Full Sky of DIMM capable stars Visible Stars through Dome Shutter

http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~dimm/chart
http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~dimm/extended


As noted earlier, the DIMM will become fully autonomous after the OAP project provides availability 
of a dome shutter bit indicating whether the dome is open or not.  All DIMM science images are stored 
on the analysis machine at the summit.  An archive facility for these images is being investigated.  The 
numerical DIMM data is recorded in a database, providing querying and reporting functionality.  It also 
allows for correlative presentation of environmental and other CFHT data.  In the example above, the 
seeing  measurements  are  presented  along  with  the  CFHT  instrument  IQ  and  skyprobe  data. 
Environmental data from the cloudsensor and weather tower is also reported simultaneously and in 
real-time.

Performance

Since  September  29,  over  7000  seeing  measurements  have  been  recorded  from  more  than  600K 
images.  The system captures 100 images providing four seeing measurements in two directions each 
minute.   The  DIMM  has  acquired  seeing  measurements  through  2  magnitudes  of  extinction  (as 
indicated by skyprobe).  It is able to provide science from 4 magnitude stars, ideally working with 3 
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DIMM seeing detailed data for CFHT-use



magnitude or better stars.

Remaining Tasks

The DIMM needs to be collimated.  The four seeing measurements that are acquired every minute have 
a somewhat significant difference.  Earlier in the summer while testing, we discovered a lack of a  
properly collimated optical path caused large diffferences in the seeing measurements.  The system was 
collimated providing tighter data points.  After the DIMM was moved to its current location, it was 
determined the collimation was off again.  

An autofocus mechanism is being worked on.  The telescope system has a motor for fine-focus, and the 
TCS has the ability to control this motor and adjust focus.  The software for autofocus has not been 
completed.  
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